
Yes it happens to the best of us from time to time. Maybe you woke up today thinking to yourself that it would have been 
nice to sleep a little longer if only you were tired, but you’re not. You may have something important happening later 
today, but in the meantime what do you do? If it is raining, indoors is pretty much it. You can always go to the movies, visit 
a restaurant you never visited before or something to that effect. Spending time socially is always good for the soul, but 
what if you are just not in the mood and find yourself staring at a computer screen?

Here is Antowan’s list of ten things you can do online when bored in no particular order:

1.    Clean out your FaceBook inbox

You will be surprised how quickly one can build up a stack of read and junked messages. Not really all that important to 
clean it out, but sometimes a good sweep in this inbox makes things neater especially when there are always messages 
listed as unread and meantime they are just clearly not interesting enough to open. Flush it all. Why not?

2.    Tinker with Gmail lab features

There are hordes of new features to choose from and they keep on getting better and better. They are not in your face 
though so you may want to explore them in times like these. I suggest you play with the themes. New features include 
UNDO SEND, TASKS MOBILE, OFFLINE and many more!

3.    Skype a random person overseas

If you haven’t done this yet then what the heck is wrong with you?!!? Go bug somebody who wants to be bugged but 
make sure it is somebody from overseas otherwise you are wasting technology. Why not?

4.    Find a webcam somewhere with a live stream

Why not poke your head out on the other side of the planet. Sticking to your own time zone is always a good idea for very 
few webcams have quality night sight streams. Try London for starters: http://www.earthcam.com/uk/england/london/

5.    Fix your MP3 collection’s ID tags

There are tons of tools to help you sort your MP3’s out. Apart from naming them correctly, you can sort the directories 
and much more. Have fun why don’t you!
Here are some tools to check out.

6.    Add content to Wikipedia

I know you have some latent knowledge on some topic like the Wi-Fi reception capability of the lesser spotted Pretoria 
tree monkey or something. Make it public and contribute to humanity.

7.    Make a video for YouTube or if you are not feeling creative, watch something really interesting!

Making a video takes something as simple as a webcam or as advanced as an HD camera. Make something creative 
and post it. There are even online editing tools at www.youtube.com so check it out. If not then see something interesting 
like a musical Tesla coil. Google it!

8.    Actually register at IMDB and give your own ratings.

Did you even see the register button? IMDB is better than you thought. Find stuff hidden from normal view like on set 
reports by other members who live near or at the sites of new movies in production. Hours of fun if you love movies!
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9.    Open a blog on something random and arbitrary like your goldfish

Blogger.com is perfect for this. You will be surprised how much fun it can be even if it takes two years for your first return 
visitor to turn up…

10.    Comment on this blog

Well. Give your ideas in a comment or just leave your opinion. If you were looking for a serious number ten then I would 
suggest you explore the browser universe for cool plug-ins to make your online experience much easier. Experiment! 
With Firefox it is as easy as pie!


